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TECHNIQUE OF TOPD,3?;SSIMG  EXPERI&ENTS  a

P.S. Syme,  Dept. of Agriculture, Warkworth.

Perhaps the most important development in New

Zealand Agriculture during the last quarter of a century has

been the spectacular increase in pastoral products, Rapid

as advancement in this direction has been, it is claimed that

the set limit of production for New Zealand’s grass lands is

not yet even in sight, and the potential value of grass as a

crop is so far only dimly appreciated. .

Just how far this increase in production has been

due to a growing appreciation of the value of artificial

fer t i l i sers , and how much is due to other factors such as

improved seeds and better management, it would be hard to say;

but this much is certain , .any future increase in production

must be closely associated with the use of ever increasing

quanti t ies  o f  art i f i c ia l  fert i l i sers , The agricultural

history of New Zealand is relatively a short one, and ‘its

pioneers found a virgin land,, rich with the accumulatad  plant

food of centuries. Under the drain of a heavy export trade

in milk products, meat and wool, the natural food reserves

are being quickly expended. Even if produdtion  is ‘to be

maintained only;  at the present level, the national bill for

fertilisers must certainly be increased.

This increasing burden can be very materially lessen

-ed by an improved kno.wladfc  of the behaviour of the different

fertilisers under varying conditions of soil and climate;

and when  it is rt-alised  that by improving the efficifdncy  of a

farmtir’  s topdressing I337 even 103,  the total production o f  tine

topdressing area is increased by a like figure, it is evident

: that the experimentalist can give help of real financial value.

The fact that  observa$ions  suggest scope for improvement X&r

in excess of lO$ on many Xarms, serves to emphasise  the value
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of intensified effort toward still further improvemtint  of

experimental technique, If the experimenter is to educate the

farmer in the proper use of fertilisers,  he too must continue

to add  Ito  his knowledge, and must strive to attain a still

higher standard of cxactitudo in the assessing of manurial

r e s p o n s e s .

Under the searching Frobe of modern science,

additions aro being made to the known list of possible soil

deficiencies. Cobalt and boron have recently been shown to

play an unsuspected  part in the Gconomy  of the plant, and it

is probable that dther  elements essent.ial  for the full and

healthy development of plants and grazing livesto.ck  may yet

be added to the list.

Whatever the future may have’ in store however, the

role of the Instructor is at present mainly confined to the

assessing and measuring of.crop  responses to added phosphates,

lime, potash and nitrogen.

Contrary to the widespread  belief of many orf: the

farming community, the chemist can in the meantime promise

little further help in the detecting of soil deficiencces.

An application of 1 cwt.. of superphosphate per acre will

increase the phosphatic kontent  by an infinitesimal percentage

which only  a plant is capable of detecting, In actual practice

it has been found that the most reliable guide to the require-

ments Of any particular soil is provided by a carefully

organised field trial.

The farmer has in the past received much help from

the chemist and now another valuable ally has appeared in the

pedologist with whose co-operation the laying down of trials

and the charting of responses can now be Tlaoed on an organ-

ised  and scientific basis which should lead to a better

understanding of results obtained ,and which offers some

prospects of ultimately finalising manurial experiments on

the recognised  soil types. 0

.
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Types of manurial experiment: Two distinct methods of

experimenting have been adopted as standard practice for

New Zealand conditions. -

(a)  Alternate mowing and grazing experiments.

(b)  L.P.K., Trials .

Although both these methods of investigation have

yielded much excellent and valuable information, experience

has shown that both have certain defects which greatly detract

from their value.

Mowing’  and Grazing Experiments: In experiments of this typti

two duplicate enclosures are manured to provide a number of

r,eplicat.ions  o f aach  of the treatments under investigation.

The herbag,>t from thes,e  traatmtints is mown and weighed period-

i c a l l y , the swards being kept in good condition by alternately

grazing them with sheep.

In general) the results obtained from such experi-

monts  can be said to be highly conservative, and they are

commonly in no way comparable with those obtained in normal

farm practice-, Such a trial carried out on the Ruakura Farm

showed percentage incraases  over “no manure” as follows:

Lime 11%; Super 5%;  super plus lime 15%; Phosphate plus potash

5%;  ,phosphatc plus potash plus lime 17%. Yet the results on

a field scale on a similar soil type are clearly visible for.

superphosphate alone.

It seems probable that the expltiation  o.?  such

comparatively small manurial responsos’li.es  in the fact that

fertility is const;Lntly  being  transferred by sheep from the

manured to the unmanured  areds,  with the result that the “no

manure” plots merely lag slightly behind the manurtid  plots.

!Phut  the offec.t  of the transferring of herbagc  is vtiry  pronounc-

ed, and swift in action, is shown by a trial at pri;si-nt in

progress at Ruakura. In this , &o  area A and B are mown.

periodically, the clippings from A bGing returned and those

from B being rejected. Within a few months of the first mwwing
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plot A was noticeably superior  to plot B, the  difference

amounting to about 25 par, cent. in production.

It may  be mLntionod  that this oxpcriment  h2.s  now

been continued since October in which period the plots h:lve

been 3eriodiczlly mown and no recourse has been made to stock

grazing, Contrary to traditional belief) the sward of A hcs

not deteriorated under the constant mowing and now compares

favourably -with-  that  in an adjoining enclosure which has been

periodically grazed by sheep without mowing. It has also

been noted that the returned herbage  quickly decays and the

quantity collected by the machine at the next mowing is insig

nif i cant. Considering th;-t t hti  employment of grazing stock

makes mowing experimtints expensive and difficult to conduct in

practice, besides introducing additional eomploxitios  in the

interi3retation of results, skillful advocacy is required to

justify the continued rstzntion  of this system.

In view of the importance of transfer&d  fertility

as affecting the reliability of small scale plot experiments,

a somewhat elaborate and com~~~rohansivti  experiment has recently

I been evolved and is now in progress at Huakurs. In this ,

i a system  o f “single-treatment” paddocks surrounds an enclos-
ft \

ure.containing  sll the treatments laid out in a ser.ies  of plots,

It is  hoped  that this wil l tinablc the extent of transforunce

of  fer t i l i ty  to  be accurately measured  so that its importznco

can be properly assessed  for future guidance and for the bt;tti;r

interpretation of past cxpdrimental  work.

i
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Ordinary L.P.K.  !L’rials: Whdroas  the type of trail outlined

above ,can  only be used in restricted areas because of thi:  1;:.bomr

and equipment entailed in their operation, the L.P.K.

observational trial is idi;ally  suited  for gtinoral field work

undtir  a very wide range of conditions. The general layout,

which has been standardised, comprises a series  of 10 plots

each 25 links by 20 links, and affords comparisons of phosphate

plus potash alone, and, in combination,and  with and without

lime. A control strip 20 links wide, surrounds’ the plots



.O = ?JJo ~~is:blu Lif:cy~;nce  ‘i--am  “No  manureb”

:
= Doubtful diff~rcflc~:  fy;i  “IJo  manure  ,”
= Slight dif fertincs  frem  “No manure*  ”

2 = Pair difference  from “No  manure”,
3 z Good diffortince  f ram “No manure O  ”
4 = Very good difference from “No  manure.”
5 = ExcelZent  differtines  from “No  manu2eo”

l

t

INTO specific directions have been laid down and each

observer is free to mark according to his own conception of

what constitutes Al’difference  from 1 No manure’ ‘IO The result

over a wide range of diziiricts involving numerous observers

who seldom make persoti&  contact, Is a wide disparity in the
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progress and of ultimate finality in manurial sxqarimental

work lies in the accuratt: mapping OX r~sponsas  on identified

soil types. This  implies closa  co-operation with tho pcdOl-

OgiSt  and a high&y accurate system of marking all vi.s?.31t;  rt--

actions to ai\pliud ftirtilistirs, If needlsss  repetition is to

be avoided, th+ m&hods omployod  throughout the c&ntry  must

be uniform, SO that  all cxptirimental  rlc;sCLts on similar  soil

types  are scisntifically  ecomparablo. In addition, thi;  syottim

must be SO dtisignod that no significant response is in dane:t-i,

of being  overlooked.

Sinai  teach oxporirnent should b, rtig%rdcd as onv of

a comprchonsivo  and carcjfully  organised  st-rics,  thi;  ri;sults

should bo so r\>corded  as to show in a simple  form both the

degree  and  the nature  d$.thG  rcspons~s. Not only is this
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might wrongly be regarded as of little significance.

It is suggested that in marking a plot, attentioli

should be paid only to reactions which can be actually seen

and the value of which can be assessed with some de$ree of

accuracy. It will be found in practice that although much

could  be written in reporting on a trial, there are five points

only which really matter, and if these are adequately dealt

with no material response can be overlookedl

The essential points for observation are:

Change in clover content or species.

Change in species other than clover,

Change in vigour of growth.

Change in density ,

Indications of preferential grazing by stock,

Although each of these points may serve to indicate.

a response, they are not equally important, and it is

desirable that each should be considered separately and its

relative significance properly assessed. The following is

suggested as a scale of mximum values;-

Change in clover content or species 10

Change in species other than clovers 1O

Change in vigour 10

Change in density 5

Indications of preferential grazing 15.

Change in Clover content: This may properly be regarded

as a very valuable and reliable indicator of changes in soil,

f er t i l i ty . Although clover growth is affected also by manage

ment factors, they may be discounted as the comparison is

made with an adjacent “No  manure” plot. It will be found that

clovers are particularly sensitive to any deficiency of lime

phosphate or potash, and the response to either of these

fertilisers is frequently first seen as an increase in clover

content or a change in clover species.

_-  ---- . -
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It should be notad that ang, improvement in the s,?ecies  of,_’  ~ . . :‘.’  1 : ,‘,.
clover is as important as, an increase of clover, “a@  ,:.; : .,;,,: ,.: : ,‘. , . ,.‘, , : .I ’ ,, .,
regardless of whether the result is an improvement $n. the _/: : , , ’ ,I; , \,.  .._, !
value of,,  the: pasture, it should be marked  up., Every %rt;;s-/ ‘. .,.  - : I i ,,‘( _,  ,;‘.  ..::
ponso , indicates a corresponding deficiency, a n d  t h e  b a s i c:. c
o b j e c t  02 t h e  e x p e r i m e n t  .is  t o  .indi,cate-  defi,c~,onc,i.es,.  ,L,.,, :. ,, ,.,,  /‘. ,:.  ,, . 1 . .
Pasture”i&provement  &in .I.this:  sense is :quite  unimgortunt.. . . . ~ ,. ./.,  i., ,J . . . . , .,. , .’

.:

‘. ,,‘? Hn view, of the importance qf :clq~ers  as.  indicators,. * ,, ,,‘I ,. 1, : ‘. i 8,
of manurial ,doficiencies,: ‘.,I,. : trials are .n.ow  being eonductod,.,._.,,..  e ...  ‘, I, ,..:
at Ruakura on spo+allLy  .sown  pure ,cJqver,  gwards,  and. it ,Jst. :. : .‘ I
possibJ.0. that.such  trials  may play an,itipor$ant  part  .in. - ..,.‘, . . , I. I

future  invest igat ions .

Change in other species.:, Although in the main possibly more

tolerant of soil dtificienoies  than clovers,  the grass compon-

,s”nt.s.. : . .oTY.S.,th,e,,  ‘sw.a@  quickly, ,reflsct.,,any  ,,..,  change. in, so:+,1  ,$$rtility.(‘..  .’  x : ,; ‘, . , . -  , .:. .,I ; ‘.’ .,_’  . ..i_  1
Qy:es2y:  ,,a :p~~~~  d 0.f.  :t,Jme,_  : ~3 a r,isc in. the. f-y,qt$lity;Lof  a soilI ,’ j_  ‘_ ..:  ,, ,,, ,-._,  !. : 1 ”
cyrryi.ng. a.i.._ third’ rate .,pastur.e  will. be aqc0mpaniG.d  by a,:,,.a.‘.‘, _:_  :. .J ,;, : : , , , ._a_..
ico,r,r.esponding  :prog.rSssL,v c:, : . ’ :.in,o,rcf,ase  in. .the,  pr,oportions,..  of ( the.,I:,>  .,!..’  ! ;.  ‘.’ ,I !, ,* , . . , i ,/I-, : . - ,

L,be,t,t,t;r  .grasqe,s.  p,rYsent  ? :,, apd;,  .I$” i:~:  ,?rcqupatly  .pos,s$.blo  ,..to,i I ,,<,<  >.I
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into account,

Change in den&tc-, This is commonly an important factor

as affecting produc.5iono X-ii is sometimes very difficult to

judge however, as it Ls often associated with the presence

Of  certain clovers or of cnferior  grasses, and may be more

apparent than real. It should be noted that if the increase

in density has been gained purely. by grass at the expense of

clover oi vice versa, it has been fully accredited under

(1) and (2). It is because of these difiiculties  that this

.i

.

rather important factor has been assessed at only five marks.

Indications of preferential grazinff:,  In studying the probelm- - -

presented by preferential grazing, it is often exceedingly

hard to distinguish cause from effect, If a plot contains

particularly succulent feed, it is quickly singled out and

eaten down; at this stage cause and effect are clear. The

plot is now kept sho.rt; clovers  increase because of this

preferential grazing” and the effect is continued preferential

grazing,

Whether or not mineral content is a contributing

factor is a matter of uncertainty? Analysis of manuring

trials at Ruakura clearly shows “;hat  there may be an apprec-

iable increase in the Ca and P205  contents after these

fertilisers  have been aps>Led  ta  plots?’ provided that the

“NO manure” plots show marked deficitincics. It is well known

that animals ar;,  v;-ry  sensitive to body ruguirements,  and

experiments have  shown that, given  facilities, pigs will

balance their own ration, This tendency  to balancti  thti  diet

may well apply to grazing stockp a belief which is rsinforcod

by numerous c&us on record in which cows have sufIvrod

from a debased appctit.‘.e r3sultin~ from a dcf icioncy of

phosphates,

Whatevl?r  be the caust’  , wht-thtir  lack of minerals

or the condition of the WE:T.C~?, it is evident that profbrontial

grazing indicattis a reu.!r~196nsc;  and hence  a soil deficiency tC

be taken into account,



P Again, the fact remains that certain plots may be so eaten

down and damaged as to show to extreme disadvantage, and the

?
effect of this severe  grazing may under certain  conditions

result in a pi;rmanent%  handicap. If no points are awarded

for proferenco, a response may be ignored; by giving points

*

i

this risk of ponalising is to some extent eliminated.

Just what marks should be allocated under this head-

ing it is difficult to determine, but considering that because

of selective grazing a plot may be severely marked down in

(2) and (3).  and (41, I would suggest a maximum of 15 marks,

but high marks to be awarded under this heading only  after very

careful consideration.

It will be noticed that in the systom.of  pointing

plots outlined, the relative effects  of tho,fertilisors  used

are denoted by figures and written description is omitted.

In effect, fiva gudstions  are set and marks aru awarded sccord-

ing to the answers.

In justification it is claimed:-

a. Figures express a result more accurately and more  concisely
than words.

b. A uniform technique involves a standard basis for marking.
This can only be expressed in figures,

C. The final summary of rcsults.is  more easily prepared from
figures than from written statements.

Laying down of trials: A surprisingly high degree of accuracy

can be attained and relatively small responses can be dotboted

by an cxpcrienccd  observer working on systematic lines.

Much however depends on the site .solocted  for a trial, and many

I
trials have failed through being laid down on an unsuitable

sward.

As has been mentioned, qualitative changes are often
4

5.

.

more apparent than quantitive changes, and this implies that

the pasture should be a poor one capable of being improved,

.so  that all manured plots may have a chance to respond by

herbag  changes in an upward direction. If the sward at the
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commencement .of a trial is good, the time lag for deterioration

.’
may be a long one, partly through fertility being transferred

in from the fiel.d and partly because there is only the one

unmanured plot likely to deteriorater It has been noticed

that on mowing and grazing trials, visual changes are often

relatively slight and SBQW, partly because of the fertiiiser

applied in establishing the pasture, and partly because the

mixture sowncommences growth with a full sward of good

grasses  and clovers.  :. The only possible changes are downwards.

‘The ideal site for an observational trial is a third rate

pasture originally ‘put down with a ‘shotgun’ mixture; fertility

is obviously low and capable ,of  great improvement, and a

sufficient number of species are presen$  to permit of rapid

and easily visible ‘changes in the swar’d components.
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EX,AbIPLE  OF SUGGESTED SYSTEM OF REC6RDING.QBSERVrlTIONS

Field,Report  on Pasture ToPdressing  Expt.. . I.

Name of Farmer:

Address:

Date of Visit: g/2/38

Remarks on "NO manure":

Class of pasture: 4.

Experiment No.

Date of Laying  Down: : 20/8/37

(B/A/W  ratio - 26/40//40).

- -
points, 10 10 10 5 5 40 GP
Max-
Change clover Other vigour  densi  stock Total, Total. content sloe&es tv preference to date

Super A a 5 5 2 0

Potash A 5 I.’  0

3 -1 1 0 -2Super ‘A 7,, 5 &--!I! 10 19 --&-

&
pota&B .5 3 3 1 '0 12 '36

. _ -.--

Lime A -3 2 ,4 2. 0 ' 11'. 14

‘.)
,. 2 7 0 9 1~0 -

Lime A 8' 6 6 2 0 23 33
&

r A 4 5 9 1 0 13 19 --.-

Lime A 8 6 5 2 0 21 66
&

0 0 0, 0 0 5 -
Lime & A 9 7 7 3 0. 26 77
Pofash
& superB 6 ‘5 5 '1 0 17 6 2 ,

-

Fields %perintendent's initial&i; D a t e :

Signature'



SYSTEM AT PiiESENT  IN UXT:  l?OR RECORDING OBStiVATIONS.

K~oaress  report on pasture topdressing expt,.

Bame  of farmer: Date:

Address;- Date 09 Inspection: 14/l/36,

Expt.

1. General condition of @&dock:

showers have freshened up growth

l-2".

Grazed by dairy cows,recent

especially  pagpalum growth

2, Species on "MO manure" plot etc.,; Corn,  Paspaluq  S,De

cooksfcct,  much Jotus  Qispidus, Tarweed.and  mosq Class:pccr.

3, Guts,;tandina feature of experimo&.

B, Special points:

&ECT  OF LIME  BND PiRTILIZERS,I
Difference from "No manure." and remarks on nature -

Treatment of dif.ferenoes, - - -
A B1-

Super l* Slight increase clover, 2.3 More marked than in A
growth and density

Totash  'l-& Increase-in clover vigour  Q Only slight imprevements
and density

sup plus 2 Increase clover growth Bc 2 As in A.
potash density

Lime 2 Similar to super plus pot. l$ Mot as marked as in A
more clover than sup.alone

Lime plus 2 Sim. to sup. alone 1* Similar to super alone.
s u p e r

Lime plus 2 Similar to lime alone 18 Similar to lime alone.
:potash

Lime plus 3 Increase  in clover, vigcur  2% Not quite as marked
sup.plus and density as in A,
EL - --

Approximate date  of next report.

Fields  Superintendent's initials: Signature of Instrbctor
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DISCUSSION

E.B. Levy:
Mr. Syme  has opened up a very controversial

hardy annual. I view very largely the technique of
pasture work as a growing c,hild and contribu%ions  such as
Mr. Syme's  are-very valuable in adding to the stature
of that work. In regard to this discussion which we'
will throw open, you will bear in mind that Mr. Smallfield's
paper dealing with experimental technique also comes up
for general discussion in regard to this matter. If I
may voice any opinion just on these papers and if I had
any criticism to offer it would be along the lines of that
transference of fertility by stock and as far as I can see
the L,P,M.  trials we have conducted and to some extent the
mowing and grazing trials give transference of fertility
by stock. In any topdressing experiments there are two
types of responses, one is what we caU.  primary response
which is generally clover response due to the application
of phosphate, then there is a secondary response due to
the animal editing the clover and dep,ositing  its nitrogen
on the sward, the effect%of  which is grass growth rather

In L.P,K.  trials on third classthan clover grovith.
and not on high fertility country I feel that we reg'ard
clover dominance as the major of our responses.It  will
measure that primary response all right but in not having
a grass associate with that clover we will 10Cseonly  the
secondary response of the stock transference of fertility
which to my mind, is the accumulated effect of topdressing
and very largely the important effect of topdressing.

I would like to congratulate Mr. Syme  and
Mr. Smallfield  for &heir  contribution to the subject,
particularly because I am interested naturally in both
these.papers  and both Mr. Syme  and Mr. Smallfield have
shown some of the difficulties which grassland workers
are generally.called  upon to face in trying to assess
responses on pasture. Mow our work so far has met with a
great deal of criticism by certain people - people who
maintain that we should measure response not by means of
herbage  production but by means of stock, that is to s=y
we should take into consideration the actual quality of
herbage  as well as the quantity of herbage  produced. As
Mr. Smallfield pointed out yesterday there is really

need for experiments in which the livestock products are
the final criteria of production, but as he also pointed
out those kinds of experiments can only be conducEed  on
State Farms or Agricultural colleges, such as Lincoln and
Massey Colleges. If some of you realise what is involved
in each of these trials you will also realise that such
trials would be impossible in the wide spread manner as
with these L.P.K.  trials, and I would like to emphasise  that
these L.P.K.  trials have one purpose in view and that is
to find the major soil deficiencies throughout the Dominion.
We are not particularly concerned with slight differences
but we are out to find major differences. Ve have found \
that there are major fertiliser  responses by me!ans  of those
L.P.K.  plots. !Z!e  have, for instance, a strip of country
round VJaihi  which responds to potash, the whole Of Canter-
bury responds  to lime and Westland  reSpOndS  ‘CO  limo. '3,/<~
have found that certain areas in the Manawatu  respond t0

potash  and so on throughout the whole Dominion. I would
like to compliment both these speakers on the papers  they
have given.

-
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I am naturally interested in this subject,
first I would like to congratulate 1%. Syme because he has
put in a great deal of thought into that papor, and it is
almost unfair to m&o a few casual observations just now.
Mr. Woodcock put the case pretty well and looking through
this paper and Mr. Symc'.s  ideas of L.P.K.  plots I think
that one has expected too much of the povxrs of observation
of the average man you have to observe the plots, There
is not one man in a thousand who' can use the scale.
You obviously get transference of fertility. There is one
observation of clover and Mr. Levy will possibly put me
right there. I have sown down No, 1 white clover and my
experience of it is that unless it receives really good
treatment, until you get highly fertile conditions,, it will
not maintain its q-uAities. It wculd  seem that white
clover increases the fertility on those particular pastures.
You have got to have very high fertility conditions. JVhen
fertility of these pastures was brought up to a high degree
you can see most magnificent white clover,

R. McGillivrax:
I have been very interested, Mr. Chairman9 in

Mr. Syme's paper. I do not wish to take up much time but
on page 2 he makes refe:mxe  there to !"soil  defIcienciesif.
Now I think I do not know actually what is known about
soil deficiency affecting the results of exGeri.ments  but
I believe that soil deficiencies alter the results of
experiments tremendously: In the, Ashburton  country we have
got a very 'definite soil m&p for that country and on looking
'up'those different soil types  there appears to be a certain
place with certain deficiencies, and yet you cannot get
some results of ex~erimen& laid down on that same soil,
You might go for 10 miles on the one type of soil but you
do not gst the same results from definite experiments laid
down on thattype of soil, The question of boron deficiency
is, I think, quite well !CilOWTl. Oin the Yest Coast of the
South Island the effect of the ap~;li.cation  of boron
certainly controls brown heart in swedes and turnips, also it
has the effect of increasing the value of the fertilisers,

Ve had for a 'time ashes con+.'1TOiLlilng brown hear-i; quite
effectively but how it has lost its effect. More F further
work requires to be done X think in co-nnection with this
matter on the control of brown  heart, - this is allxwst 100
per cent, on the IrJest Coast - and in the fact that the
remedying of these soil do:'iCieilcies <.$ tQ+!;, increasing
the efficiency of the fertiliser.

With  reference to the necessity of grazing
trial-s. There are three types of trials outlined by
Mr. Smallfield this -morning, the grazing trials i the moPring
and grazing trials and L.PVK.  observational trials. I have
always been a believer in obscr-c;ati.onal  trials but my
faith has been shaken in the last lew years. m? . '~~0oC'cbcl;
mentioned that they were planned for a. certain reason -
to get major responses - bu-i, what is the position *where you
do not get major reqzonses? In other pap ers emphasis has
been made on tine necessity for furthering our topdressing
programme. Ve topdress for certa5.r purposes, to increase
production and I feel that the only way -to register the
results of that work is to register: in pro,;!uction fil~ures.
In a district with fm~o~eri~hed  soil you get lxajor  responses
here. It indicates to the farmer that topdressing gives
a response and it is payable. In the South responses are
very  small and you cEGXl0-t  see them at times. There is a

i
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farm in the South where the farmer is using superphosphate
and he is increasing his production and yet our L.P.K.
plots on his property show no'response at all. The
Instructor and the farmer know that manuring is paying.

G.H. Holford:
Mr. Smith has indicated that these plots

are likely to plot against the farmer. At one time we
had L.P.K;N.  plots, nom the ?Np has been dropped. T h a t

brings up this question of using clover alone; after all
clover is an essential plant. I ask Mr. Smallfield how
he is going to get over marking the species, giving 10 to
clover-s and 10 to grasses. He has valued the grasses
the same as the clovers. How  do you reconcile these
two facts? I would like to quote from'a paper which I
have recently received on work in Germany - "It has been
found that by taking cuts even when grazing is simulated
by frequent cutting and subsequent rolling no reliable
picture can be obtained of the actual performance of
the pasture. The only method of making a correct judgment
of a pasture and a special form of management is one which
employs the grazing animal". I do, however, think that
manurial response trials have been of value  and also I
think they may be continued, perhaps extended but is it
possible to do these animal grazing trials which may be
of greater value? :Jie  know that the animal plays an
enormous factor in altering the sward. I think it has
been shown  that it is possible to measure degrees of
differnnce  but not the amount of diffcrence,and  there
are special institutions where you can do these grazing
trials and get that factor defined. What are you going to
do about standardising the observer?

Mr. Mazengarb:
I enjoyed Mr. Symds paper particularly much

and I also feel that the words of the last few speakers
have been on very definite lines. My experience has been
that as Mr. Smith knows. One sees the cash results and the
carrying of additional stock where these L.P.K. trials have:
shown any response, After all it is not the acid test and .
I think more concentration could be placed on the grazing
trials. It is difficult to tell by observation Just what
that particular grazing plot is doing. It is the cash
results that the farmer is definitely interested in. I
feel sure that the Department is on definite lines.

m. Tennent:
It seems to me that the discussion and argument

as to the value of L.P.K.'s  V. grazing manurial plots --
I want to say right here everybody must immediately realise
that any measurement by the grazing animal is superior to
eye measurement, I would not like  at this Conference to
give the impression that L.P.K. plots are of no value. I
want to say L.P.K. plots undoubtedly prove wonderful value
to the instructional service of the:  Department in giving
advice to farmers. These L.E.K. plots have segregated  the
major differences in manurial responses and that is all they
are intended to do. Also we have not reached the ideal
experimental work, but they have in a small way contributed
to the information of the instructors and the farming
community very valuable material. Mr. Holford quoted
from a German bulletin but he did not quote all - "A fern
ex-eriments  cannot however give sufficient reliable XXS?:~~YS
to q,uestions  such as manuring because  it iS nccessal~y  to
study  such questions on a sufficient number of farms  in
varying  conditions of soil, climate etc.'! - that 1~ the whole
crux  of L.p.K.  plots because by their mere simplicity we
were  able to put them on 600 - 700 farms in New Zealand.
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WI Alexander :
On page 2 he states lEc;ontrary  to the widespread

belief of many of the farming community, the chemist can in
t h e  m e a n t i m e  p r o m i s e  l i t t l e  f u r t h e r  h e l p  i n  detec t ing  o f  s o i l
deficiencies, ” I wonder whether $hat.  is ql;ite correct. Is
not the chemist not capable of detc+cting deficiencies? I
think the statement condemning the chemist is a little far
reaching. If soil analyses means any’thing at all it should
be able to assist in the detection of these outstanding
deficiencies and possibly make the LP,B,  ?;rials  of a good
deal more information than they are at present,

R.E.R,  Grimmett.:
I-think that the Soil Chemist can  answer tha-5

question, There are major defioiencies~ Soil analyses does
show major deficiencies in lime, phosphate, potash. M3u  go
to those areas and analyses show reasonable content of those
elements and yet in actual practice you find very great
differences in response0 In L:ecen-b  years  the  position has
been rather changed Largely ‘ci:::~oug’r_  the  realisat2on  2,articu--
larly with regard to phosphate and p~‘l;ash.~ 1 )yc,:,;-Jd  like $0
mention that Dr,  Davies who has rec?:tiy  re,Lurned  T:?om  the
aoil Experimental Station in Aberdeen  h&s  recent.ly  been
carrying out some co-operative work wj.  l;b. J$p j Yb~oodcock  i n
the Lanawatu  district on about 20 LP,R, plo’ts  there to see
how far the results of soil analyses for avallab1.e  nutrients
would go with the points given by t?e  Fields Instructors, So
far the analyses have been of soils from the llno manurers
plots. and they have used. three dj?ferent  methods ‘Lhe old citr.!c
acid method, There is a much  no:??,  ?apid  metilcd  %‘Lth  acetic
extractor that gives just about the {same  resu:i.ts  as the citric
acid method, There is ~.nothe:~  me?.;:lad  using R sC?lution i?hat
can be combined with a method. (of  z:.easurl::,ng  so.i.1.  ;?ixa.%ion.,
I think it is found that,  in every- “6  out of 20 the inter--
pretation is similar to actcal  poiEtiXg, Rc~ordi,.~g;y ?.:ze
main deficiency is shown in the  a.nal;sses  and you  get  sim?lar
results in 16 out of’ 20 cases. 7‘  +

-_,  u 2 em  a i cs y e  t <;  f~  .TI  e se  G Jo

how Far the pas-Lure  analyses  ‘v’l.iLl.  :?tl\;?d  to go, bu,L  5;ba-i;  p&r%
of the work. is going t,o  be pub!_i.s&  5.  in ‘tile  f.‘:~:.r”~hcolniy~g
Journal of Science, jJ,:.‘;;h~u.gh  T,V~  c\:~;~:.c.~~,~,J.J  sannrc;,r;  gi:?? you
as good a result as animal trials i5
It is a very ra2i.d method end -:rer)-

m2.y  712 a 11Sefti.I~  a5.jlLr*C-i;c
S.imp.‘.e  3.s you  can 2c;n  of:!?

400 analyses in a fen wee!ls,

degree of accuracy which can be o:~.i;aLned  v?F!I  LzT,iC,~  p3:>%ss
I would like to suggest that the. I-c?gzee  o:C  ac-r;~:!r~s;;/‘  is
very much higher than we would ~LY-;J;uB~~ D-2  o LX‘1 .pC?  f;  ‘I;
.suggests  that a number of exge:ciensed farmers j~Z!.ging  standing
crops showed an ascuracy  of t,?;;  to Sri!eIT?r  and half per  c:!?;:.t
I should say they are do-ing  qv.i.te  Y~‘L?L  at. ttiat but prohablg
they were basing their sys.kem  OS,  q;2”nntfty  c.5  pro2ucticn, I
am perfectly oertoin if they based their s;rstem  on changes
of sward composit ion they would g:?!:  much closer  than  tha,te
You would say there is no rest!-t  thetie. Clcser  examination
might show that bad grasses werti  doing  replaced by ‘better
grasses and poor clove~s beir,g  re;_7iaI:ed  b y  Setter  c1_overs
and that is one of the main objecfions Ga  we t.gt2.4.ng  expe?lments,
I think in connection with the degrc.:c  0:;  accur.‘.cfy  and the
standardization of observation bo,Lh  of .:;;:!ese  sat1 b e  greatly
improved. Practice does make OZQ  detec  f; d.i:Xe::enses  :X7Jcil

more readily. The ol;he- pcil?t  y$sec’.  -.  ‘bl2~ us{-;  0-f s’CO&
in grazing of new trials - i would  l.iiilz  to say +;hti’;  it sounds
ideal on papers I myself (j ; d t ;,;  .i  2;; ‘ih 2. *b SC::&  re~~resented
the ideal method of finding the ralue of the fe:‘Liliser, I
am not so sure of that now,, i_ I;&. $JFj  0 ‘V c C‘  :;y  3 ei’,peJ?iSri$e
in trying to arrange a sheep g?azing  “,riLl.  oi? a pas&me,
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There was nothing that we left undone. At the end of the
first year we could give no results, and at the end of the
second year we could still give no results. That
experiment was very difficult to carry out. A similar
trial was carried out at Ruakura. In my opinion the
only thing that you can ask from a L.P?,K,  trial is a
response. Whatever amount you get of response you have
definitely got a soil deficiency. In my opinion all that
you put down L.P,K.  plots is.to  find out what is the
deficiency in that area or your soil, Whatever the
response'ia,  that response must indicate the deficiency.
The question with regard to the degree of accuracy in
chemical analyses Mr. Grimnett,  I think, has answered
very well. There is a question  I would like to ask
Mr. Grimmett, supposing we had two plots, just average
farm land, one receives a dressing of lcwt. super and the
other receives no manure. Could he say, a week after
take a sample of that soil, tell us or find any difference
in analysis as the result  of that 1 cwt. superphosphato?

R.E.R.  Grimmett:
It would depend on circumstances. You could

just possibly pick it. I would not like to say you could
not detect the difference from lcwt.  super-phosphate.

P.W.  Smallfield:
.

There  are quite a number  of questions regarding
my advocacy of clover as a measure of fertiliscr  response.
In my paper I definitely indicated that I did not mean at
all that the clover responses  were the whole story of
pasture production. I simply stated that they were a
very  important part of the responses and that an accurate
measure of their production would help us considerably  In
our investigation of soil deficiencies, I be:Licve that the
L.P.K. plots have served a very useful purpose indeed and
still will, in defining major deficiencies in the soil,
I also,believe  that livestock ex-eriments  are necessary
but before livestock experiments are necessary vv'e have got
to find out more about the deficiencies and reduce -the
question that we ask the livestock to tell us, to not more
than two treatments. Ye canlot  have a great number
of treatments in a livestock experiment. The moMng
trials were originally-discountenanced because  the swards
became clovery and to got over the clovery condition
livestock was brought in. My opinion 2.3 that the stock
and transference of fertility has spoilt thesc  mowing
and grazing trials. >

Livestock eqeriments  will have to be reduced
to a few treatments if tka=y are to be successful.  Preliminary
work will have to be carried out; if we want to fincY thr:
effect of potash topdressing we will have to bo sure we arc

. using the correct form of phosphate  and t?e necessary
amount of lime. If on a soil eaperphosphate  and slag is
better than suptirphosphate  and lime in white  clover  growth,
and slag and potash and lime is better than slag and lime,
then a clover  'and mowing e,xpcrinzcnt  will g;.vc -the  necessary

preliminary data to plan a grazing trial which CO-ulG  bc made
a straight-out test  between  slag and limo and slag, potash
and limo.

Also the clover mowing cxpcrimonts  would helpAlso the clover mowing cxpcrimonts  would help
the Chemist;the Chemist; he wants actual zrioights of differences;he wants actual zrioights of differences; haha
finds it very difficult when Ue present him  .rfith  r;sords  whichfinds it very difficult when Ue present him  .rfith  r;sords  which
merely indicate that superphosphatc and lime is slightlymerely indicate that superphosphatc and lime is slightly
better than superphosphate.better than superphosphate.


